
Minutes 14 
  

Date: 13.10.14 Time: 8.30pm –9.45pm Venue: SIS SR 2.4 
 

Attendees: Esther Lee 
 Joel Ng 
 Charles 
 Janelle Zou 
 Rodney Tan  
 

Agenda: Mid Term and Functionalities review 
1. Mid Term Review 

2. Functionality Review 

3. User testing 2 

 
1. Mid Term review 









 
2. Functionality Review 

 
 

Possible enhancements on Epauler Comments 
Email  comes in only after payment for participation  

Automating roles assignment (possibly assigning roles on how 
roles are assigned now) 

Understand from Mark how roles are 
being assigned now and when or how 
frequently are roles assigned) 
How would Mark prefer the automation 
to be done? 

Sent email to volunteers when role is assigned?  

Role option change according to take up rate Can be done. 

Add roles description so users will be able to understand roles Can include if Mark feels it is necessary 

Sending bulk emails to volunteers Based on roles? Or manual selection?– 
what are some content that you would 
need 
 

Allow flexible assigning of roles for different events  

Withdraw from volunteer/participation Are there refunds from participation? 
How to withdraw from volunteer 
currently? 
Send notification to admin for a 
redraw? 

Send reminders to participate to remind participants and 
volunteers? 

 



Number of participates and volunteer does it cut off 
anything? 

End participation or volunteering? 

Combining of volunteer and participate list for each event list  

Scheduling, users can sync their schedules into the system - 
Tough, hard to implement with this stage 

Not what we want Epauler to do 

7. Marketing techniques when volunteer rate is low (maybe 
push newsfeed on FB)  

Not what we want Epauler to focus on 

 
 
X Factor enhancements 
1. Could approach C4SR to organise an awareness event for PHF so that we can use our system so 
that on top of 100 live users, our x factor is also that our product has been used to facilitate an 
actual Project Happy Feet event. 
- support a real event 
 
Outstanding issues: 
1. Server 
2. Changes in Requirement 
 
Questions for Mark 

1. When does the admin confirm the roles? How do admin assign roles to volunteer? 
2. Automate roles according to how roles are being assigned now (which implies that admin 

must state the roles for that event and the number of volunteers required for that role) 
3. Roles options changes according to take up rate 
4. Role description 
5. Send reminders(emails) to participates and volunteer when event is nearer (how many days 

in advance) 
6. Send email to volunteers when role is assigned 
7. Sending bulk emails to volunteers. Based on roles? Or manual selection?– what are some 

content that you would need 
8. Allow flexible assigning of roles for different events 
9. Withdraw from participation –necessary? Got refunds? 
10. Withdraw from volunteer/un-volunteer?  - link to contact admin? 
11. Need to send notification to admin for the redraw from volunteer? 
12. Number of participate and volunteer does it cut off anything? – registration and 

participation- currently these numbers are collected but not used 
13. Combine volunteer and participate list for each event 

 

3. User Testing 2 
Next internal milestone: User Testing 14.10.2014  - 19 .10.2014 
Aim : >20 testers 
Objective: To gather feedback on user experience and heuristics evaluation 

 

Follow up: 
- Start iteration 7 development 

- Conduct user testing by 19.10.2014. 

- Prepare test cases for iteration 7 (Prepare testing and regression testing) 

Next meeting: 16.10.14 (Agenda: Decide on functionalities and user testing) 
Next meeting with Client : 16.10.2014 Thursday @3.45pm



 


